Temporal coding of 200% amplitude modulated signals in the ventral cochlear nucleus of cat.
The quasiperiodicity in the acoustic waveform in speech and music is a pervasive feature in our acoustic environment. The use of 200% amplitude modulated (AM) signals allows the study of rate and temporal envelope coding using three equal amplitude components, a situation that is frequently approximated in natural vocalizations. The recordings reported here were made in the ventral cochlear nucleus of the cat, a site of auditory signal feature enhancement and the origin of several ascending auditory pathways. The discharge rate vs modulation frequency relation was nearly always all-pass in shape for all unit types indicating that discharge rate is not a code for modulation frequency. Onset cells, especially onset-choppers and onset-I units, exhibited remarkable phase locking to the signal envelope, nearly to the exclusion of phase locking to the AM components. They exhibited lowpass temporal modulation transfer functions (tMTF) that occasionally had corner frequencies greater than 1 kHz. Primary-like, primary-like with notch, and onset-L units all exhibited considerable variability in their coding properties with tMTFs that varied from lowpass to bandpass in shape. The bandpass shape became more frequent with increasing stimulus levels. A common feature in cochlear nucleus units was less sensitivity to the level of the AM stimulus than is present in the auditory nerve. Phase locking to the envelope persisted over a wider range of stimulus levels than rate changes in a subset of the units studied. The tMTFs for a 100% sinusoidally modulated, spectrally-flat noise was similar in amplitude and bandwidth to those obtained for AM stimuli. The tMTF was relatively insensitive to carrier frequencies different than the unit characteristic frequency. AM synchrony vs level curves exhibited systematic shifts that equaled or exceeded dynamic rate shifts that occur with increasing levels of a noise masker. Phase locking to the envelope was robust under a wide variety of signal conditions in all unit types. The ordering of response types based on the maximum of the tMTF is onset-I = onset-chop > choppers = primarylike-with-notch = onset-L > primarylike.